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in greek mythology atlas ˈ æ t l ə s greek Ἄτλας Átlās is a titan condemned to hold up the
heavens or sky for eternity after the titanomachy atlas also plays a role in the myths of two
of the greatest greek heroes heracles hercules in roman mythology and perseus atlas in greek
mythology son of the titan iapetus and the oceanid clymene or asia and brother of prometheus
creator of humankind in homer s odyssey book i atlas seems to have been a marine creature who
supported the pillars that held heaven and earth apart atlas was one of the most famous titans
the son of iapetus and the oceanid asia or possibly clymene he was the leader of the titan
rebellion against zeus and he got a fitting punishment after the end of the titanomachy he was
condemned to eternally hold up the sky a figure of prodigious strength atlas famously bore the
world on his shoulders and was renowned for his wit and wisdom according to a number of
ancient sources such as diodorus of sicily s library of history atlas was a master philosopher
mathematician astrologer and astronomer in greek mythology atlas was condemned to hold up the
celestial heavens for eternity he is often depicted with a globe on his shoulders atlas is one
of the most famous titans in greek mythology how did atlas the figure from greek mythology
come to give his name to a book of maps and how did he give his name to one of the most famous
geographical features in the world let s take a closer look at the atlas myth atlas was a
titan who was punished by being made to carry the heavens on his shoulders but what does this
story mean atlas was known as the god of endurance bearer of the heavens and teacher of
astronomy to mankind according to one myth he literally became the atlas mountains after being
turned to stone and was commemorated in the stars in greek art atlas is from the 6th century
bce often featured in depictions of the labours of hercules most notably in a metope from the
temple of zeus at olympia c 460 bce where he stands in the gardens of the hesperides in greek
mythology atlas was a titan who was responsible for bearing the weight of the heavens on his
shoulders a punishment bestowed on him by zeus he was given this task in retribution for him
leading the titans into battle or titanomachy against the olympian gods for control of the
heavens atlas was one of the older gods of greece known as the titans they had come to
dominate the world and the cosmos after cronos had usurped his father s throne as king of the
gods the myth of atlas is widely believed to have originated before the hellenes or greek made
their home in greece atlas is a moon of saturn an asteroid detection system and tying in with
the stories of his daughter a star in the pleiades from a symbol of defeat and punishment
atlas as grown into a model of strength one of the twelve titans was atlas he was the son of
titan god iapetus and titan goddess clymene the titans ruled the universe until zeus son of
fellow titan cronus banded together with the olympians to overthrow his father and battle the
titans for the universe atlas directed by brad peyton with jennifer lopez simu liu sterling k
brown gregory james cohan in a bleak sounding future an a i soldier has determined that the
only way to end war is to end humanity the greek titan atlas is often pictured as carrying a
huge globe or sphere on his shoulders learn more about atlas his burden and his story and a
renegade robot simu liu s harlan with a pair of distracting blue contact lenses who fled
planet earth 28 years ago is still feared what if he returns with an army and the wrong kind
of ai takes over the world in greek mythology atlas god was a titan believed to literally
carried the heavens on his shoulders imagine the strength and endurance one needs to have in
order to pull off something like that for starters the titan atlas was not always bound to
such a challenging predicament the atlas is the first vertebra of the vertebral column located
in the most superior portion of the cervical region of the vertebral column the atlas
articulates superiorly with the occipital condyles found on each side of the foramen magnum of
the skull atlas is a well known figure in greek mythology even if many people aren t familiar
with all the details of his story the image of the titan holding up the world is famous and
his name is still used in cartography this popular image however is not all there is to the
story of atlas an atlas is a collection of maps it is typically a bundle of maps of earth or
of a continent or region of earth atlases have traditionally been bound into book form but
today many atlases are in multimedia formats an atlas is a collection of various maps of the
earth or a specific region of the earth such as the u s or europe the maps in atlases show
geographic features the topography of an area s landscape and political boundaries they also
show climatic social religious and economic statistics of an area



atlas mythology wikipedia May 27 2024

in greek mythology atlas ˈ æ t l ə s greek Ἄτλας Átlās is a titan condemned to hold up the
heavens or sky for eternity after the titanomachy atlas also plays a role in the myths of two
of the greatest greek heroes heracles hercules in roman mythology and perseus

atlas titan mount olympus constellations britannica Apr 26
2024

atlas in greek mythology son of the titan iapetus and the oceanid clymene or asia and brother
of prometheus creator of humankind in homer s odyssey book i atlas seems to have been a marine
creature who supported the pillars that held heaven and earth apart

atlas greek mythology Mar 25 2024

atlas was one of the most famous titans the son of iapetus and the oceanid asia or possibly
clymene he was the leader of the titan rebellion against zeus and he got a fitting punishment
after the end of the titanomachy he was condemned to eternally hold up the sky

atlas mythopedia Feb 24 2024

a figure of prodigious strength atlas famously bore the world on his shoulders and was
renowned for his wit and wisdom according to a number of ancient sources such as diodorus of
sicily s library of history atlas was a master philosopher mathematician astrologer and
astronomer

atlas the god with the world on his shoulders ancient origins
Jan 23 2024

in greek mythology atlas was condemned to hold up the celestial heavens for eternity he is
often depicted with a globe on his shoulders atlas is one of the most famous titans in greek
mythology

a summary and analysis of the myth of atlas and the heavens
Dec 22 2023

how did atlas the figure from greek mythology come to give his name to a book of maps and how
did he give his name to one of the most famous geographical features in the world let s take a
closer look at the atlas myth atlas was a titan who was punished by being made to carry the
heavens on his shoulders but what does this story mean

atlas the titan god who holds up the sky history cooperative
Nov 21 2023

atlas was known as the god of endurance bearer of the heavens and teacher of astronomy to
mankind according to one myth he literally became the atlas mountains after being turned to
stone and was commemorated in the stars

atlas world history encyclopedia Oct 20 2023

in greek art atlas is from the 6th century bce often featured in depictions of the labours of
hercules most notably in a metope from the temple of zeus at olympia c 460 bce where he stands
in the gardens of the hesperides

atlas facts and info on the greek titan who held up the sky
Sep 19 2023

in greek mythology atlas was a titan who was responsible for bearing the weight of the heavens
on his shoulders a punishment bestowed on him by zeus he was given this task in retribution
for him leading the titans into battle or titanomachy against the olympian gods for control of
the heavens

what is the story of atlas in classical mythology Aug 18 2023

atlas was one of the older gods of greece known as the titans they had come to dominate the



world and the cosmos after cronos had usurped his father s throne as king of the gods the myth
of atlas is widely believed to have originated before the hellenes or greek made their home in
greece

atlas the guide to the titan holding the heavens 2023 Jul 17
2023

atlas is a moon of saturn an asteroid detection system and tying in with the stories of his
daughter a star in the pleiades from a symbol of defeat and punishment atlas as grown into a
model of strength

atlas holding the world story theoi greek mythology Jun 16
2023

one of the twelve titans was atlas he was the son of titan god iapetus and titan goddess
clymene the titans ruled the universe until zeus son of fellow titan cronus banded together
with the olympians to overthrow his father and battle the titans for the universe

atlas 2024 imdb May 15 2023

atlas directed by brad peyton with jennifer lopez simu liu sterling k brown gregory james
cohan in a bleak sounding future an a i soldier has determined that the only way to end war is
to end humanity

the story of the greek titan atlas thoughtco Apr 14 2023

the greek titan atlas is often pictured as carrying a huge globe or sphere on his shoulders
learn more about atlas his burden and his story

atlas movie review film summary 2024 roger ebert Mar 13 2023

and a renegade robot simu liu s harlan with a pair of distracting blue contact lenses who fled
planet earth 28 years ago is still feared what if he returns with an army and the wrong kind
of ai takes over the world

greek titan atlas origin story powers symbols world Feb 12
2023

in greek mythology atlas god was a titan believed to literally carried the heavens on his
shoulders imagine the strength and endurance one needs to have in order to pull off something
like that for starters the titan atlas was not always bound to such a challenging predicament

anatomical structure of the atlas kenhub Jan 11 2023

the atlas is the first vertebra of the vertebral column located in the most superior portion
of the cervical region of the vertebral column the atlas articulates superiorly with the
occipital condyles found on each side of the foramen magnum of the skull

4 facts about atlas in greek mythology updated 2023 Dec 10
2022

atlas is a well known figure in greek mythology even if many people aren t familiar with all
the details of his story the image of the titan holding up the world is famous and his name is
still used in cartography this popular image however is not all there is to the story of atlas

atlas wikipedia Nov 09 2022

an atlas is a collection of maps it is typically a bundle of maps of earth or of a continent
or region of earth atlases have traditionally been bound into book form but today many atlases
are in multimedia formats

what is an atlas history and uses thoughtco Oct 08 2022

an atlas is a collection of various maps of the earth or a specific region of the earth such
as the u s or europe the maps in atlases show geographic features the topography of an area s
landscape and political boundaries they also show climatic social religious and economic



statistics of an area
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